1 Online Data Backup System

Below are some of the facilities that Info-In believes should be in the new version of the application. Within the limits of a seamless transition from one version to another however, designers are encouraged to think outside the nine dots in developing a world beating application.

The system is portioned to two parts:
- Client Side Application
- Administration and Accounting Module

The core requirement of the system must be implanted by both projects. The extra requirements should be considered carefully when designing and implementing the system.

1.1 Application Architecture

1.2 Core Requirement

All the teams developing either of the modules must implement the core requirement.

1.2.1 Distribution channel Branding

The online backup service is sold via distribution channels that range from small companies to large corporations. Each requires their Client to be individually branded and identified via existing identifiers. A “Skin” should be developed to facilitate the rapid creation of a new branded Client and as much product differentiation as is feasible.

Distribution channels may have distribution sun-channels and an easy way to identify the distribution sun-channel should be made available.